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At present,the comment articles about lizehou’s  aesthetic thoughts in the 
academic circles are huge and emerge one after another incessantly, however ,the 
writings which form the system research are not so much as the comment 
articles.Now,the arguments and discussions about lizehou’s subjectivity and practical 
aesthetics as well as practical aesthetics which lizehou stand for are on the rise in 
potential,so, systematically studies, analyzes and appraises the the system of Lizehou’ 
aesthetic thoughts in now the new turn of aesthetics’big discussion seem to be 
extremely importantly. 
Lizehou's aesthetic thoughts start and develop in the two aesthetics big 
discussions in the last century, and henceforth occupied the main stream status in 
Chinese aesthetics circles.The practical aesthetics camp which lizehou stands for has 
expanded and improved day by day, and has produced widespread and profound 
influence for more than half a century in Chinese aesthetics circles.With the times and 
the environment’s mould ,the using for reference and the absorbing of the rich 
theoretical resources,and the individual unique academic exploration of his 
own,lizehou’s aesthetic thoughts are going to be perfect after experiencing the three 
period’s improvements. From 1950s until now,he proposed important categories such 
as “nature melt into mankind”、“accumulation theory”、“subjectivity”、“mankind melt 
into nature”and “sentiment noumenon”.Based on these categories,lizehou constructed 
a theoretical logic frame involves beauty—sense of beauty—art,thus he has formed a 
aesthetic system manoeuvers among groups both in length and breadth. 
Certainly, Lizehou's aesthetic system isn’t flawless,there are tendencies such as 
rationality、reality、materiality 、non-individuality、substantiality and objectivity in 
his aesthetic thoughts,besides those,there are five aspects contradictions which his 
theory reflects(They are the contradiction between the centralization of philosophy 
idea and the multi—faceted of the study methods;the contradiction of confusing  
anthropology to aesthetics;the contradiction between tool noumenon and mentality 
noumenon(sentiment noumenon);the contradiction between reason and 
perceptivity,group and individual inside the accumulation theory;the contradiction 















have encountered rebutions and refutations from numerous scholars who stand for 
different academic sects which include the practical aesthetics camp. Facing this kind 
of situation,lizehou on the one hand carried on the response and the defense,on the 
other hand he also went deep into introspections,and  explored aseries of 
solutions,and help to bring about the third dabate in Chinese aesthetics’ history. 
Meanwhile,on making the deep research into the Traditional Chinese Cultural, he 
first brought up ideological categories that shape the Traditional Chinese Cultural 
Spirits such as " Pragmatic Reason","Optimistic Cultures","Wushi traditions" and so 
on,and applied them into the research of aesthetics,which provided an abundant of 
theoretic resource for good reference in lizehou’s later period’s aesthetic thoughts.At 
last, he put forward “mankind melt into nature” and “sentiment noumenon” in his 
later stage to remedy the alineated even deteriorated relation between mankind and 
nature which were resulted in the over expansion of “nature melt into mankind” and 
“tool noumenon”in his early stage.Howerer,there are new contraditions turn up 
instead of the original contraditions be settled in his aesthetic thoughts. “Mankind 
melt into nature”and “nature melt into mankind”, “sentiment noumenon” and 
“accumulation theory”can not be in harmonious proportion not only in theoretical 
logic or in reality,the excessive wide of the concept “sentiment noumenon”make it 
can’t bear the heavy responsibility of human life’s noumenon,and the real feasibility 
of it awaits inspecting. 
Although there are a lot of malpractices and defects in lizehou’s subjective 
practical aesthetic thoughts, making a comprehensive survey of the whole process of 
his aesthetic thoughts which includes the beginning,the development,and the 
modification,especially the persisting in the practice foundation of aesthetic 
appreciation,the pursuing of the subjective rational spirit,and the solid and massive 
historical gratitude which is reflected in his theory,the contributions he makes to the 
development of Chinese aesthetics are obvious to all.In addition,his profound and 
down-to-earth knowledge,his deep concern for humanece,and the diligent efforts he 
has made to the modern reforming of Chinese aesthetics are all worth our 
admires.Under his guidence,more and more scholars will continue exploring and 
studying the subjects which he leaves to us,and initiate the  brand-new tomorrow of 
Chinese modern aesthetics together. 
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